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formative role of modern Western education will be recognized as having contributed
significantly to the technical and specialized intellectual expertise that produced the
epoch-making changes of the third quarter of the twentieth century.
The question remained, however, concerning what direction the new age would
take. Would modern civilization, which drew so much from Western influence, dis-
integrate, dissipate, and disappear in the pollution, the population explosion, the
destructive weaponry, the ethnic, racial, and religious confrontations, or the national
rivalries that it had produced over the past four or five hundred years?
Or would modem civilization be able to regenerate itself and move toward a
worldwide civilization that could manage to achieve a more just, humane, and
equitable condition of life for the peoples of the world? Much depends upon the role
that education plays in the future. Will Western education become formalistic, congeal-
ing, constricted, and isolated as education became in the dispersive periods of Meso-
potamian and Egyptian education? Will it become classical, formalistic, and imitative
as education did in the dispersive periods of Indian, Chinese, and Hellenistic times? Or
will it play an innovative, adaptable, and socially relevant role as it did in the formative
periods of the major civilizations of the past? The hopes of mankind ride in part on
what part Western education is to play in the emergence of a new civilization and what
form that new civilization takes. Simply to be postindustrial, posturban, postimperial,
postcolonial, or postmodern will not be enough. The new civilization to be viable must
become truly transnational and worldwide.
The signs of the times were there if the educators of the world could but see
them. The trends toward an emerging world civilization have been a long time in the
making. The first phase actually was the imperialism of the Western peoples who were
modernizing themselves and in the process carrying their impact around the world.
Few would like to see that process repeated or emulated.
The second phase came to a head in the disimperialism of the decades following
the second World War when the new states of Asia and Africa threw off the imperial
controls of the West but did so by aspiring to the very nationalistic and modernizing
trends created by the Western societies themselves. In spite of the political fragmenta-
tion that has marked the dispersion of modern Western civilization and the worldwide
independence movements, a nexus of relationships was produced that began to take on
the form of a world society, a world culture, and a world education.
The signs of the emerging world society were plentiful at mid-twentieth century.
Some called it simply the international system; others coined more exotic terms such
as sociosphere to be studied by xenoology, the study of foreign or international
systems. But the essence was the growth of world-spanning systems of communication
and transportation, worldwide economic organizations for trade, business, industry,
and finance, and thousands of voluntary nongovernmental associations as well as the
host of intergovernmental organizations under the sponsorship of the United Nations,
or regional associations, or bilateral or multilateral intergovernmental agreements.
While the rhetoric of the nations continued to sound the tocsin of independent
sovereignty, the nations of the world, large and small, most modern and least modern,
were more interdependent than ever.
Whatever the terms used, the traditional human social systems,based upon the

